March 3, 2017 - SESSIONS
Not so long ago a US Senator colluded with the Soviets to try to prevent the success
of the opposing party. Only it wasn't a few months ago. It was in 1983. And it was
senator Ted Kennedy who offered a trade to Yuri Andropov. And Kennedy suggested
help for his effort to defeat Ronald Reagan would also come from the media. This
story supported by Soviet archives research by a reporter from the London Times,
makes this session with Sessions very tiresome.
J. Christian Adams who worked at the Department of Justice, tells the story.
Yes, a United States senator really did collude with the Russians to influence the outcome of a
presidential election. His name was Ted Kennedy.
While Sen. Al Franken (D-Ringling Bros.) and other Democrats have the vapors over a truthful,
complete, and correct answer Attorney General Jeff Sessions gave in his confirmation hearing,
it's worth remembering the reprehensible behavior of Senator Ted Kennedy in 1984.
This reprehensible behavior didn't involve launching an Oldsmobile Delmont 88 into a tidal
channel while drunk. This reprehensible behavior was collusion with America's most deadly
enemy in an effort to defeat Ronald Reagan's reelection.
You won't hear much about that from CNN and the clown from Minnesota.
To recap, from Forbes:
"Picking his way through the Soviet archives that Boris Yeltsin had just thrown open, in 1991
Tim Sebastian, a reporter for the London Times, came across an arresting memorandum.
Composed in 1983 by Victor Chebrikov, the top man at the KGB, the memorandum was
addressed to Yuri Andropov, the top man in the entire USSR. The subject: Sen. Edward
Kennedy.
Kennedy’s message was simple. He proposed an unabashed quid pro quo. Kennedy would lend
Andropov a hand in dealing with President Reagan. In return, the Soviet leader would lend the
Democratic Party a hand in challenging Reagan in the 1984 presidential election." ...

John Hinderaker posts in Powerline about the Adams piece.
The Democrats’ allegations against Jeff Sessions, one of the most upright men in Washington,
are ludicrous. I don’t understand how anyone can think they amount to anything. But if the
Democrats want to talk about collusion with the Russians, by all means let’s have that
conversation.
Chris Adams takes us on a walk down memory lane. In 1983, Ted Kennedy–the “liberal lion of
the Senate”–tried to enlist the Soviet Union, our most bitter enemy, in the Democrats’ effort to
defeat President Ronald Reagan’s re-election. ...
... Selling out America to benefit the Democratic Party? It happens. Sometimes, Democrats sell
out America just because they think it is the right thing to do. If someone is going to investigate

the executive branch’s relationship with Russia, he should start with Barack Obama’s pledge to
Russian President Dmitri Medvedev that he would sell out the United States in his second term.
You think that is too strong? What do you think Obama meant when he said he would have
more “flexibility” after the election? That he would have more latitude to advance American
interests by opposing Russian actions in, say, Crimea and Ukraine? No, I don’t think that is what
he meant, either.
I have thought for quite a while that the Democratic Party is shameless, but the Democrats have
taken shamelessness to a whole new level.

More on the campaign to undermine the Trump administration comes from Noah
Rothman.
For a president who has a uniquely hostile relationship with the press, positive news cycles are
both rare and fleeting. The Trump team displayed remarkable discipline by refusing to step on
the president’s well-received address to a joint session of Congress. A lot of good discipline did
them. Just 24 hours after Trump’s address, a series of troubling reports involving links among
those in Trump’s orbit to Russian officials reset the national discourse. Those stories make for a
trend, though, that has little to do with Trump and a lot to do with his predecessor. The Obama
administration’s foreign-policy team seems to be campaigning to rehabilitate itself one leak at a
time, and the press is helping. ...

Pajamas Media
U.S. Senator Colludes With Russians to Influence Presidential Election
by J. Christian Adams
Yes, a United States senator really did collude with the Russians to influence the outcome of a
presidential election. His name was Ted Kennedy.
While Sen. Al Franken (D-Ringling Bros.) and other Democrats have the vapors over a truthful,
complete, and correct answer Attorney General Jeff Sessions gave in his confirmation hearing,
it's worth remembering the reprehensible behavior of Senator Ted Kennedy in 1984.
This reprehensible behavior didn't involve launching an Oldsmobile Delmont 88 into a tidal
channel while drunk. This reprehensible behavior was collusion with America's most deadly
enemy in an effort to defeat Ronald Reagan's reelection.
You won't hear much about that from CNN and the clown from Minnesota.
To recap, from Forbes:
"Picking his way through the Soviet archives that Boris Yeltsin had just thrown open, in 1991
Tim Sebastian, a reporter for the London Times, came across an arresting memorandum.
Composed in 1983 by Victor Chebrikov, the top man at the KGB, the memorandum was

addressed to Yuri Andropov, the top man in the entire USSR. The subject: Sen. Edward
Kennedy.
Kennedy’s message was simple. He proposed an unabashed quid pro quo. Kennedy would
lend Andropov a hand in dealing with President Reagan. In return, the Soviet leader
would lend the Democratic Party a hand in challenging Reagan in the 1984 presidential
election. "The only real potential threats to Reagan are problems of war and peace and SovietAmerican relations," the memorandum stated. "These issues, according to the senator, will
without a doubt become the most important of the election campaign."
Kennedy made Andropov a couple of specific offers.
Among the promises Kennedy made the Soviets was he that would ensure that the television
networks gave the Soviet leader primetime slots to speak directly to the American
people, thus undermining Reagan's framing of the sinister nature of the USSR. Event then, the
Democrats had the power to collude with the legacy media. Kennedy also promised to help
Andropov penetrate the American message with his Soviet agitprop.
That's right, folks. Even 30 years ago, Democrat senators were colluding with America's
enemies to bring down Republicans."
And no, Jeff Sessions didn't perjure himself. It's not even a close call.
So now they are after Jeff Sessions instead of Ronald Reagan. Ideological comrades
throughout the Justice Department are helping out this time. Just before Trump's inauguration,
the Obamites widely distributed intelligence information throughout the Department of Justice,
where their political comrades could be counted on to leak the information after January 20.
This is a problem that will plague President Trump and General Sessions until they drain the
swamp at the Justice Department -- something that isn't even close to getting started.
Ideological leftists throughout the DOJ are serving as agents of the Obama regime and
undermining the new administration.
For example, even now, the front office at the Civil Rights Division is largely made up of Obama
holdovers and "permanent career political" appointees. The Obamaites expanded the number
of deputy assistant attorney general slots throughout the Department of Justice and populated
them with the most reliably radical people. They also appointed swarms of radicals into political
offices on January 18 to "assist" the transition. They, too, are still there watching, observing,
and probably "reporting."
Nobody thinks the noise about Jeff Sessions is a substantive issue. Eric Holder was found in
criminal contempt of Congress and there wasn't a fraction of the sanctimonious outrage from
Democrats and CNN like we see today.
Today's Justice Department drama is a tactic by Democrats to personalize and polarize a
target. It is a strategy to make Jeff Sessions devote time and energy to this instead of
protecting America from foreign influences and cleaning up the Justice Department from the
lawless rot that Obama caused. The Democrats prefer the lawless rot, so they want Sessions to
be diverted from his job.
Of course the leaks are going to continue until the new administration has the guts to clean the
place out of all the radicals that were embedded there.

Leaks are pouring out over large and small matters because so far nobody is afraid of crossing
the new administration. The attacks on Sessions started when some of his own employees
decided to leak intelligence information -- just like happened to General Flynn. It will continue
unless the administration realizes the media isn't the only gang in Washington opposed to the
interests of the American people.

PowerLine
Conspire With Russia to Swing Presidential Election? It’s Been Done
by John Hinderaker
The Democrats’ allegations against Jeff Sessions, one of the most upright men in Washington,
are ludicrous. I don’t understand how anyone can think they amount to anything. But if the
Democrats want to talk about collusion with the Russians, by all means let’s have that
conversation.
Chris Adams takes us on a walk down memory lane. In 1983, Ted Kennedy–the “liberal lion of
the Senate”–tried to enlist the Soviet Union, our most bitter enemy, in the Democrats’ effort to
defeat President Ronald Reagan’s re-election.
Yes, a United States senator really did collude with the Russians to influence the outcome of a
presidential election. His name was Ted Kennedy.
While Sen. Al Franken (D-Ringling Bros.) and other Democrats have the vapors over a truthful,
complete, and correct answer Attorney General Jeff Sessions gave in his confirmation hearing,
it’s worth remembering the reprehensible behavior of Senator Ted Kennedy in 198[3].
***
To recap, from Forbes:
Picking his way through the Soviet archives that Boris Yeltsin had just thrown open, in 1991 Tim
Sebastian, a reporter for the London Times, came across an arresting memorandum.
Composed in 1983 by Victor Chebrikov, the top man at the KGB, the memorandum was
addressed to Yuri Andropov, the top man in the entire USSR. The subject: Sen. Edward
Kennedy.
Kennedy’s message was simple. He proposed an unabashed quid pro quo. Kennedy would
lend Andropov a hand in dealing with President Reagan. In return, the Soviet leader
would lend the Democratic Party a hand in challenging Reagan in the 1984 presidential
election. “The only real potential threats to Reagan are problems of war and peace and SovietAmerican relations,” the memorandum stated. “These issues, according to the senator, will
without a doubt become the most important of the election campaign.”
Kennedy made Andropov a couple of specific offers.
Among the promises Kennedy made the Soviets was he that would ensure that the television
networks gave the Soviet leader primetime slots to speak directly to the American
people, thus undermining Reagan’s framing of the sinister nature of the USSR. Even then, the
Democrats had the power to collude with the legacy media. Kennedy also promised to help
Andropov penetrate the American message with his Soviet agitprop.

That’s right, folks. Even 30 years ago, Democrat senators were colluding with America’s
enemies to bring down Republicans.

Selling out America to benefit the Democratic Party? It happens. Sometimes, Democrats sell out
America just because they think it is the right thing to do. If someone is going to investigate the
executive branch’s relationship with Russia, he should start with Barack Obama’s pledge to
Russian President Dmitri Medvedev that he would sell out the United States in his second term.
You think that is too strong? What do you think Obama meant when he said he would have
more “flexibility” after the election? That he would have more latitude to advance American
interests by opposing Russian actions in, say, Crimea and Ukraine? No, I don’t think that is what
he meant, either.
I have thought for quite a while that the Democratic Party is shameless, but the Democrats have
taken shamelessness to a whole new level.

Commentary
Revenge of Obama’s ‘Former Officials’
Obama officials are waging war on the Trump White House.
by Noah Rothman
For a president who has a uniquely hostile relationship with the press, positive news cycles are
both rare and fleeting. The Trump team displayed remarkable discipline by refusing to step on
the president’s well-received address to a joint session of Congress. A lot of good discipline did
them. Just 24 hours after Trump’s address, a series of troubling reports involving links among
those in Trump’s orbit to Russian officials reset the national discourse. Those stories make for a
trend, though, that has little to do with Trump and a lot to do with his predecessor. The Obama
administration’s foreign-policy team seems to be campaigning to rehabilitate itself one leak at a
time, and the press is helping.
The frenzy on Wednesday night began with a revelation in the New York Times that members of
Barack Obama’s administration had left a trail of breadcrumbs for investigators who happen to
be looking into the Trump campaign’s contacts with the Russian government. The report
revealed that intelligence officials intercepted communications between Russian officials and
"Trump associates," and that the administration worked frantically in the final days to ensure
those revelations could not be buried and forgotten after they left office.
More than six "former officials" described efforts to reduce the classification on some reports
relating to Trump associates’ contact with Russians so they would be widely distributed. They
also revealed their efforts to raise the classification level of some information related to Russia
that was so sensitive they feared the Trump administration might leak it to Moscow. Some
officials apparently even touted their efforts to ask leading questions during intelligence briefings
so their questions would be transcribed and archived, leaving clues for congressional
investigators should they ever come looking for them.
The Times report revealed that a "former senior American official" disclosed that Jeff Sessions
had met with "Russian officials." The Washington Post confirmed that Sessions took a private

meeting with Russian Ambassador to the United States Sergey Kislyak, appearing to contradict
testimony Sessions provided to the Senate. The controversy whipped up around the
discrepancy between Sessions’ confirmation-hearing testimony, and these reports have resulted
in Democrats calling for his resignation and Republicans running for cover.
Though it received less attention amid the flurry of reports involving Team Trump’s connections
to the Kremlin, the Washington Post published another story involving the decision-making
process that led up to the Yemen raid. That raid, in which Navy SEAL William "Ryan" Owens
was killed, an Osprey helicopter was lost, and up to 31 Yemeni civilians died, cannot be said to
have gone according to plan. This report alleges that the plan might have been the problem.
The report quoted former advisor to Vice President Joe Biden on national security, Colin Kahl,
who averred that the raid was the result of an Obama administration-era initiative expediting the
approval of partnered ground operations. Yet, this raid was greenlit as a result of "a more
abbreviated White House process." Kahl took particular issue with the revelation that a subCabinet level meeting on the raid—a meeting scheduled after the raid had been approved by
the president and following a variety of briefings on the mission—lasted less than an hour. "You
can’t cover the complexity of a topic like that in 23 minutes," he declared. Other "former officials"
quoted in that piece criticized the raid for straining relations with the Yemeni government. In
sum, the Obama administration deserves all the credit for what went right in Yemen and none of
the blame for what went wrong.
At least a few of these "former officials" who so freely offer reporters at the Times and the Post
intimate details about the Obama administration’s approach to foreign policy are members of the
infamous gang of nine. These officials within the Obama administration’s intelligence apparatus
confirmed to the Post that former National Security Advisor Mike Flynn had misled Mike Pence
when he said he did not discuss the Obama-era sanctions regime in his phone conversations
with Kislyak. As the Times revealed last night, federal officials monitored those calls, transcribed
the conversations, and related the substance to the press.
There is an assumption permeating these reports: that those unnamed Obama-era officials are
selflessly sacrificing in the effort to prevent the Trump administration from undermining
American national security. Some have even dedicated themselves to creating an elaborate Da
Vinci Code for future scavenger hunters to decipher. More likely, the Obama administration’s
foreign policy professionals are doing their best to retroactively vindicate themselves after
leaving office under a cloud of mistrust. In their effort to self-aggrandize at the expense of the
current administration, these rogue officials have found willing partners in the press.
The Obama administration was engaged in narrative manipulation surrounding Russia’s
intervention into the election process even in its final hours. It was an effort to assuage the
concerns of those on the left who were vocally critical of Barack Obama’s hands-off approach to
Russian intervention in the political process. By December of 2016, sources within the foreignpolicy establishment had begun anonymously indicting the Obama administration over its
lethargy. Capitol Hill Democrats and Clinton campaign officials were second-guessing the White
House. Obama’s deference was as much caution as it was a continuation of a longstanding
effort to avoid antagonizing Russia to ensure their cooperation with the implementation of the
Iran nuclear deal—that administration’s signature foreign-policy achievement.
Media wants to draw blood from the White House. The Obama foreign-policy team wants
vindication. Theirs is a symbiotic relationship. "Former officials" have now put Jeff Sessions in
the dock and threaten to engulf the president himself in a scandal over the death of a U.S.

serviceman in a botched raid. All the while, they are presented as noble whistleblowers working
toward the best interests of the American people.
None of this is to say that the information being provided to the press is inaccurate or that its
release to the public isn’t of value, though criticizing the administration for not deliberating long
enough on a subject that the president has already decided upon falls flat. This is not a "shadow
government." Yet, it is also clearly valuable for Obama administration officials to clear the cloud
of suspicion that hangs over its final days, particularly among dispirited Democrats who regard
its sluggishness with regard to Russia as a dereliction. The press, in its zeal to take the Trump
administration down a peg, is the perfect venue through which to mount a rehabilitation
campaign. There’s a lot of bait out there, and everyone seems to have bitten.
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